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Version: 1.3 Dependencies:
Microsoft Outlook 2010 or higher
How to install: 1. Unzip the file in
the root directory of Translution Pro
which is: 2. Select the (Final.upd)
configuration file for the database
(DataBase.upd) 3. Open a
command prompt with
Administrator rights. 4. Paste the
following commands in the
command prompt: del
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution
Pro\DataBase.upd"
%systemroot%\system32\sdkrt.dll
/unregisterSource
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution Pro"
%systemroot%\system32\sdkrt.dll
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/registerSource
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution Pro"
5. Restore the configuration file: del
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution
Pro\DataBase.upd"
%systemroot%\system32\sdkrt.dll
/registerSource
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution
Pro\DataBase.upd"
%systemroot%\system32\sdkrt.dll
/unregisterSource
"%ProgramFiles%\Translution Pro"
6. Switch back to the message
window and press Send for the first
time 7. You are done, now press
Send for any other email you want
to send Outlook will now
automatically translate and send
the message to other language
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recipients Translution Pro Features:
-Read more -Contact Us -Privacy
Policy -Terms & Conditions
-Translution Pro is an independent,
brand new software package which
means that it is a stand alone
product. It is not affiliated with or
endorsed by Microsoft Corporation,
Word/Outlook. It is completely free
to use and does not require any
registration, although you do
require a free registration (included
with the product) with Translution
Private. Internet Explorer 10 What’s
New - The user interface has been
updated to support Microsoft
Internet Explorer 10 - A new setting
has been added to allow users to
save the translated text in the
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background - Translution Pro is now
available as a "Trusted Installer"
meaning that you do not need to
sign in to Windows with a Microsoft
Account to install or update
Translution Pro and no passwords
will be stored - Translution Pro can
now be installed in the “All apps in
one location”

Translution Pro 

Translution Pro is a translation
email system that gives you
immediate communication with
your customers, partners and
business associates, at no cost. All
you have to do is to send the email,
press the "Send" button and your
contacts will receive your email
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translated into their own language
with the original message fully
viewable as a PDF or HTML
document. You will never miss any
important emails in your inbox,
your customers will never miss any
important customer information, or
your partners will never miss
important business information.
Use Translution Pro to: * Secure
your email from being hijacked by
spammers * Improve
communication within your
organisation * Communicate with
your customers, partners and
suppliers * Receive your emails
instantly translated into their own
language * Your customers and
suppliers will never miss any
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important customer or supplier
information in your emails * Send
your customers, suppliers, and
partners email that is instantly
translated into their own language,
all in the same email * That is safe
and easy to use * Save on postage
by receiving emails translated to
your own language * Save on
labour costs for your team, and
time wasted on writing and sending
out emails * Keep your customers,
suppliers, and business contacts
informed of the progress of your
business, and make sure they
always know exactly where they
stand Your email will never contain
any codes that your customers or
your business contacts can use to
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decode your email. When your
customers receive your email
translated into their own language,
they will view the original message
as a PDF or HTML document, so
they can print your email at any
size, in any format, and in their own
language. When you reply or
forward a translated email, it will
contain both the message from
your original email and from the
translated email. It is possible to
view the original message as a PDF,
HTML or plain text document. For
more information, check out
Version 5.4 - 3 Jan 2015, Change
Log - Add support for iOS (iPad), for
emails translated to Brazilian
Portuguese using the "PT-BR"
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language code. - Version 5.3 - 25
Aug 2014, Change Log - New
features - 2. Improve the
experience when using Translution
Pro with
Entourage/Thunderbird/Sparrow. -
2. Improve the search features. -
New features - 1. Translate emails
that are sent to you, using the "In
Your Language" option on the
Translution Pro b7e8fdf5c8
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Translution Pro Torrent (Activation Code)

Windows: x64 Windows - English -
Free download - 174Kb - Latest
version Linux: x86 or x64 Linux -
English - Free download - 1.6Mb -
Latest version Mac: x86 or x64 Mac
- English - Free download - 1.7Mb -
Latest version …more 91.1 MB
CrossMap XML Platform Author Amit
Seghal Publisher Windows Apps &
CrossMap License Freeware Amit
Seghal Amit Seghal is a serial
entrepreneur and world leading
expert in the XML world. He has
several patents on XML
technologies as well as runs the
CrossMap.org website which
provides XML platform solutions for
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business and communities. To find
out more about him please visit
www.crossmap.org. Amit Seghal is
a serial entrepreneur and world
leading expert in the XML world. He
has several patents on XML
technologies as well as runs the
CrossMap.org website which
provides XML platform solutions for
business and communities. To find
out more about him please visit
www.crossmap.org. Translution Pro
is designed for the discerning
individuals with regular translation
needs and for businesses of all
sizes, that wish to communicate
instantly without language barriers
with overseas branches, suppliers,
distributors and partners.
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Translution Pro lets you write your
email in your own language in the
normal way, press the "Send"
button, and your correspondents
will receive the email automatically
translated into their own language.
And because Translution's unique
patented messaging architecture
allows us to encrypt and hide the
original text in all translated emails,
you and your email contacts can
not only view/print the translated
text but by simply choosing the
Filter button you can also view/print
the original text (requires
Translution Add-in to be installed)
This same messaging architecture
also ensures that your message will
only ever be translated from the
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original, even when you reply or
forward emails. This works even
when the email has a long thread of
previous emails in different
languages. It ensures that the
highest quality of translation is
provided. Translution Pro
Description: Windows: x64 Windows
- English - Free download - 174Kb -
Latest version Linux: x86 or x64
Linux - English - Free download -
1.6Mb - Latest version Mac: x86 or
x64 Mac - English - Free download -

What's New In?

Wish to send and receive emails in
different languages, with as many
recipients as you like? Is your
emailing productivity being affected
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by your inability to match your
original emails with your replies and
forwards? Is translation quality
more important than your original
email messages? Do you wish your
employees, partners and
distributors can read your emails in
their native languages and save
you time in answering emails in
your own language? Do you send
and receive email to overseas
offices and colleagues? Do you
receive emails from suppliers,
distributors and customers in
several different languages, but you
can only reply to them in your own
language? Do you wish to be able
to view and print the original email
message for any translations you
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receive, even if it is a reply to an
email you have just sent out? Do
you wish to keep your emails
confidential and secure from all
those who might intercept or copy
and paste the original? Does your
company need to legally comply
with recent information laws, such
as those imposed on enterprises by
the European Union? Are you a
business, or a businessman, or an
individual working for a company
that has its’ head office in a country
with differing languages in the
same continent? Does your
company deal in trade and business
with other nations? Are you dealing
with suppliers, distributors and
partners in several countries, or
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several different countries and
languages? Does your company do
business on an international scale?
Translution Pro is the Perfect
solution to your above problems,
giving you the freedom to write
emails in your own language, and
replies, forwards and replies to
replies as well. You can reply to the
original text, and to the translation,
and the original text will always be
there, even if you have a long email
thread. The translation is done by
Translution's unique patented
technology, which assigns language
categories, and allows these to be
matched to words and phrases from
the original, which is then encoded
and mixed with your original email.
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This also means that replies and
forwards are possible, so that you
can reply to or forward emails with
replies or forwards. This same
technology allows for translating
the original email message to be
viewed or printed after translation,
which helps to satisfy those
companies that need to comply
with recent information laws, such
as those imposed on enterprises by
the European Union. The
functionality of Translution Pro is
similar to that of the Translution
Standard product, however
Translution Pro offers
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10/ 8/ 7/ Vista/ XP
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13
GHz or equivalent Memory: 1 GB
RAM Video: NVIDIA GeForce 9600
GS or better DirectX: Version 9.0c
Hard Drive: 20 GB of free space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c
compatible sound card Additional
Notes: System requirements may
change over time. Please consult
the publisher’s website for the
latest information. Extras: Key
Features: See
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